
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I say, _____________________________ to?1. (what/I/shall/swear/?)what shall I have to swear

The day I get out of it, the day I ______________________ that old
time-clock down there next to the Complaints and Adjustment Desk, I-I'll
never put my foot below sidewalk level again to the hour I die.

2.

(not/punch)

don't have to punch

She ______________ his engagements for him.3. (keep)has to keep

Here I ________________________.4. (past/stop/and/laugh)had to stop and laugh

They ______________ it out for themselves.5. (try)have to try

___________________________ when so many are acting for it?6.
(what/it/could/do/?)

What could it have to do

She _____________ flat to reach it.7. (past/lie)had to lie

This cost can be reduced if pasture _____________________________
and if some of the other food requirements are raised at home.
8.

(passive/not/rent)

does not have to be rented

He ______________ me who he was.9. (past/tell)had to tell

She put both her hands on his shoulders and turned his face toward her;
and Bob looked straight into her troubled blue eyes, and suddenly began to
feel better-began to feel, indeed, that he _______________________ so
much, after all.

10.

(past/not/care)
did not have to care

Nothing to disturb you this time; we ______________________ you upon
any specific trend of thought.
11.

(not/start)
don't have to start

_________________________ there and see the ore-cars rush by him?12.
(he/would/stand/?)

Would he have to stand

They _______________________ in a medium that might be too huge for
their brains and emotions.
13.

(past/not/think)
didn't have to think
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___________________________ till he had sold a few more pictures?14.
(Lucas/would/wait/?)

Would Lucas have to wait

I _______________________ you specially, I see.15. (shall/invite)shall have to invite

They ________________________ it from scratch, but there was enough
truth in the statement to justify it.
16.

(past/not/build)
did not have to build

At last the station-master _______________, for a short rest.17. (past/leave)had to leave

Everybody ____________ new some time.18. (be)has to be

HILTON ________________________ the peyondix-beam to the planet
Strett; it was already there.
19.

(past/not/drive)
did not have to drive

I'll make this boys' book business pay; but I _______________ a
beginning.
20.

(make)
have to make
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